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Abstract 
We give a distributed randomized algorithm for graph edge colouring. Let G be a d-regular 
graph with n nodes. Here we prove: 
l If E > 0 is fixed and A> log n, the algorithm almost always colours G with (1 + c)A colours 
in time O(logn). 
. If s > 0 is fixed, there exists a positive constant k such that if A> logk n, the algorithm almost 
always colours G with A + A/ log” n colours in time 0( log n + log” n log log n). 
By “almost always” we mean that the algorithm may either use more than the claimed number 
of colours or run longer than the claimed time, but that the probability that either of these sorts 
of failure occurs can be made arbitrarily close to 0. 
The algorithm is based on the nibble method, a probabilistic strategy introduced by Vojtgch 
Riidl. The analysis makes use of a powerful large deviation inequality for functions of indepen- 
dent random variables. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Edge colouring; Distributed algorithms; Randomized algorithms; 
Large deviation inequalities 
1. Introduction 
The edge colouring problem, defined formally in the next section, is a basic problem 
in graph theory and combinatorial optimization. Its importance in distributed computing, 
and computer science generally, stems from the fact that several scheduling and 
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resource allocation problems can be modeled as edge colouring problems [ 12, 14, 17,211. 
In a distributed setting, the edge colouring problem can be used to model certain types 
of jobshop scheduling, packet routing, and resource allocation problems. For exam- 
ple, the problem of scheduling I/O operations in some parallel architectures can be 
modeled as follows [12,7]. We are given a bipartite graph G = (g,%?,E) where, in- 
tuitively, 9 is a set of processes and 9 is a set of resources (say, disks). Each pro- 
cessor needs data from a subset of resources R(p) C .@?‘. The edge set is defined to be 
E = {(p, r): Y E R(p), p E .Y}. Due to hardware limitations only one edge at the time 
can be serviced. Under this constraint it is not hard to see that optimal edge colourings 
of the bipartite graph correspond to optimal schedules - that is, schedules minimizing 
the overall completion time. 
Clearly, if a graph G has maximum degree A then at least A colours are needed 
to edge colour the graph. A classical theorem of Vizing shows that A + 1 colours 
are always sufficient, and the proof is actually a polynomial time algorithm to com- 
pute such a colouring (see for example [5]). Interestingly, given a graph G, it is 
NP-complete to decide whether it is A or A + 1 edge colourable [l 11, even for regular 
graphs [9]. Efforts at parallelizing Vizing’s theorem have failed; the best PRAM algo- 
rithm known is a randomized algorithm by Karloff and Shmoys [14] that computes 
an edge colouring using very nearly A + & = (1 + o( 1 ))A colours. The Karloff and 
Shmoys algorithm can be derandomized by using standard derandomization techniques 
[4, 191. Whether (A + 1)-edge colouring is P-complete is an open problem. In the 
distributed setting the previously best-known result was a randomized algorithm by 
Panconesi and Srinivasan that uses roughly 1 .%A + log n colours with high probability 
and runs in O(logn) time with high probability, provided the input graph has “large 
enough” maximum degree. Precisely, it must satisfy the condition A = R(log’+” n), 
where 6 >0 is any positive real. For the interesting special case of bipartite graphs 
Lev, Pippinger and Valiant show that A-colourings can be computed in polyloga- 
rithmic time in the PRAM model, whereas this is provably impossible in the dis- 
tributed model of computation even if randomness is allowed, since in this case 
the number of rounds is at least on the order of the diameter of the input graph 
(see [22]). 
In this paper, we improve on the previous state-of-the-art by giving a distributed 
randomized algorithm that computes a near-optimal edge colouring in time O(log n), 
provided the maximum degree is “large enough”. More precisely, let G be a A-regular 
graph with n nodes. We prove the following. 
l If E>O is fixed and A >> logn, the algorithm almost always colours G with (1 +&)A 
colours in time O(logn). 
l If s >0 is fixed, there exists a positive constant k such that if A >> logk n, the 
algorithm almost always colours G with A + A/ log” n colours in time O(log n + 
log” n log log n). 
By “almost always” we mean that the algorithm uses no more than the stated number 
of colours and completes within the stated time with probability 1 - o( 1 ), a function 
going to 1 as the number of vertices of the input graph goes to infinity. 
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We note that while the first result requires no global knowledge to be stored at the 
vertices, the second one requires the vertices to know either the value of A or of n, 
neither of which might be readily available in a truly distributed system. 
The above results also hold for irregular graphs. If G is a (not necessarily regular) 
graph of maximum degree A and moreover the value of A is known to all vertices, the 
same proof applies immediately. This is because in the distributed model of computation 
each process can locally simulate a suitable graph gadget to make the graph A-regular. 
In fact, the result also holds even if A is unknown. But unfortunately, since a complete 
proof would increase the length of the paper beyond reasonable bounds, we prefer to 
sketch the main ideas behind it in an appropriate section rather than giving the full 
proof. 
We remark that this last extension holds provided that the condition on the maximum 
degree is replaced with an analogous one on what essentially amounts to the minimum 
degree. The precise condition is spelled out in Section 6. 
The algorithm can be implemented in the PRAM model of computation at a cost of 
an extra O(log A) factor in the running time, which is needed to simulate the message- 
passing mechanism of a distributed network. 
Our algorithm is based on the Riidl Nibble, a beautiful probabilistic strategy intro- 
duced by Vojtech Rod1 to solve a certain covering problem in hypergraphs [3,24,8]. 
The method has subsequently been used very successfully to solve other combinato- 
rial problems such as asymptotically optimal coverings and colourings for hypergraphs 
[3, 13,23,25]. In this paper, we introduce the nibble as a tool for the design and 
analysis of randomized algorithms. 4 
Although the main component of our algorithm is the Rod1 nibble and the intuition 
behind it rather compelling, the algorithm requires a non-trivial probabilistic analysis. 
To carry out the analysis we make use of a new martingale inequality [lo] which 
provides a methodology for proving sharp concentration results for not necessarily 
dependent random variables which yields clean and conceptually simple proofs. We 
expect this method to be widely applicable in randomized algorithms and we regard 
this paper as a non-trivial demonstration of its power. The high probability analysis 
is further simplified by the use of the nibbling feature which, intuitively, keeps the 
dependency between the random variables low. 
2. Preliminaries 
A message-passing distributed network is an undirected graph G = (V,E) where 
vertices (or nodes) correspond to processors and edges to bi-directional communication 
links. Each processor has its unique ID. The network is synchronous, i.e. computation 
4 This research was originally prompted by a conversation that the third author had with Noga Alon and 
Joel Spencer, in which they suggested that the nibble approach should work. Noga Alon has informed us 
that he is already in possession of a solution with similar performace [I]. However, at the time of writing, 
a written manuscript was not available for comparison. 
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takes place in a sequence of rounds; in each round, each processor reads messages 
sent to it by its neighbours in the graph, does any amount of local computation, and 
sends messages back to all of its neighbours. The time complexity of a distributed 
algorithm, or protocol, is given by the number of rounds needed to compute a given 
function. If one wants to translate an algorithm for this model into one for the PRAM 
then computation done locally by each processor must be charged for. 
An edge colouring of a graph G is an assignment of colours to edges such that 
incident edges always have different colours. The edge colouring problem is to find 
an edge colouring with the aim of minimizing the number of colours used. Given that 
determining an optimal (minimal) colouring is an NP-hard problem this requirement 
is usually relaxed to consider approximate, hopefully near-optimal, colourings. The 
edge colouring problem in a distributed setting is formulated as follows: a distributed 
network G wants to compute an edge colouring of its own topology. As remarked in 
the introduction, such a colouring might be useful in the context of scheduling and 
resource allocation. 
In this paper we make extensive use of the “little-oh” asymptotic notation. Here we 
review definitions and some well-known facts that will be used in our proofs, often 
without further comment. For a function f(n), we write f(n)= o(1) if f(n) goes to 
0 as n tends to infinity. For two functions f(n) and g(n), we write f(n)-g(n) if 
f(n)=(l +o(l))g(n) and write f(n) < g(n) if f(n)=o(l).g(n). 
In this paper there is only one independent variable that tends to infinity and that is 
n, the number of vertices of the input graph. All other graph parameters and quantities 
are considered to be functions of n. 
Fact 1. (a) l-o(1)=1+o(1)=1/(1+o(1)); 
(b) for any integer constant k, (1 + o( l))k = 1 + o(l); and 
(c) for any constant a, a’+‘(l) = a. a’(l) = a( 1 + o( 1)). 
We shall also make use of the following well-known approximation (see for in- 
stance [20]): 
Proposition 2. For all real numbers t and n, such that n > 1 and It 1 <n, 
We can rephrase this proposition in terms which are more convenient to our proofs. 
Corollary 3. Let A(n) and B(n) be such that A(n)*B(n) = o( 1) (n tending to injinity, 
as always). Then, 
(1 - A(n))B(“) = (1 + o( l))eeA(“)s(“). 
We will make use of the following trivial algorithm. Each edge e= uu is initially 
given a set of colours (which we call a palette) of deg(u)+ deg(v) colours. The com- 
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putation takes place in rounds; in each round, each uncoloured edge independently 
picks a tentative colour uniformly at random from its current palette. If no neighbour- 
ing edge picks the same colour, it becomes final. Otherwise, the edge tries again in 
the next round. At the end of each round the palettes are updated in the obvious way: 
colours successfully used by neighbouring edges are deleted from the current palette. 
Notice that each edge need only communicate with its neighbours. Henceforth, we will 
refer to this as the trivial algorithm. It can be shown that the probability that an edge 
colours itself at each round is never less than l/4 [12a]. It follows by well-known 
results on probabilistic recurrence relations that with high probability every edge is 
coloured within O(log n) rounds [6, 151. 
3. A large deviation inequality 
A key ingredient of our proof is a large deviation inequality for functions of in- 
dependent random variables. See [lo] for a proof, a more general result, and further 
discussion. 
Assume we have a probability space generated by independent random variables X, 
(choices), where choice Xi is from the finite set Ai, and a function Y = f(Xi,. . . ,X,,) 
on that probability space. We are interested in proving a sharp concentration result on 
Y, i.e. to bound Pr[l Y - Ex[Y]] >a], for any a, as well as we can. The well-known 
Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds give essentially best possible estimates when Y = C, X,. 
The method of bounded differences (MOBD) [ 181, a nicely packaged generalization 
of a martingale inequality known as Azuma’s inequality, allows one to consider any 
function Y = f(Xl , . . . ,X0) which satisfies the “bounded difference” requirement that 
changing the choice of one of the variables does not affect the final value of Y by too 
much. More precisely, the result states that if, for all vectors A and B differing only 
in the ith coordinate, 
If(‘) - f’(B)1 <ci, 
then 
Pr d2@. 
This result was significantly strengthened by Kim for the case of O-l random vari- 
ables and further generalized by Alon et al. [16,2]. The result we discuss is a further 
generalization of this last paper. The idea is that much can be gained by determining 
in a dynamic way the effect of changing each Xi, instead of determining each effect 
statically as in the MOBD. 
Consider the following query game, the aim of which is to determine the value of Y. 
We can ask queries of the form “what was the ith choice?” - i.e. “what was the choice 
of Xi?” - in any order we want. The answer to the query is the random choice of Xi. 
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The questioning can be adaptive, i.e. we can chose the next Xi to be queried as a fimc- 
tion of the knowledge gained so far. The effect of changing Xi’s value on the final value 
of Y is estimated at the time Xi is queried instead of at the beginning, as in the MOBD. 
The advantage of this framework is that, once some choices are exposed, many ran- 
dom variables, which at the outset could potentially affect the value of Y significantly, 
cannot any more. As a result, we can replace ci c’ in Eq. (1) with a much smaller 
estimate on the variance of Y. The high probability analysis contained in this paper 
gives non-trivial examples where the MOBD would be awkward to use or simply too 
weak. 
We now state the result precisely. A querying strategy for Y is a decision tree whose 
internal nodes designate queries to be made. Each node of the tree represents a query 
of the type “what was the random choice of Xi?‘. A node has as many children as there 
are random choices for Xi. It might be helpful to think of the edges as labeled with the 
particular a E Ai corresponding to that random choice. In this fashion, every path from 
the root to a node which goes through vertices corresponding to Xi,, . . . ,Xi, defines an 
assignment a 1, . . . , ak to these random variables. We can think of each node as storing 
the value Ex[Y 1 Xi, = al,. . . ,Xik = ak]. In particular, the leaves store the possible values 
of Y, since by then all relevant random choices have been determined. 
Define the variance of a query (internal node) q concerning choice Xi to be 
uq = C W--K = alp&, 
&A, 
where 
,L+ = Ex[Y /Xi = a and all previous queries] - Ex[Y 1 all previous queries]. 
By “all previous queries”, we mean the condition imposed by the queried choices 
and exposed values determined by the path from the root of the strategy down to the 
node q. In words, pq,a measures the amount which our expectation changes when the 
answer to query q is revealed to be a. 
Also define the maximum effect of query q as 
cq = a7E; IPq,a - Pqd 
, I 
A way to think about cq is the following. Consider the children of node q; cq is 
the maximum difference between any values Ex[Y 1 all previous queries] stored at the 
children. In the sequel, we will often compute an upper bound on cq for instance, by 
taking the maximum amount which Y can change if choice i is changed, but all other 
choices remain the same. In other words, to compute cq we consider the subtree rooted 
at q and consider the maximum difference between any two values stored at the leaves 
of this subtree. As we shall see, in practice good upper bounds on cq are very easy to 
obtain. 
A line of questioning / is path in the decision tree from the root to a leaf and 
the variance of a line of questioning is the sum of the variances of the queries along 
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it. Finally, the variance of a strategy Y is the maximum variance over all lines of 
questioning 
V(Y) = max C rq. 
W 
The use of the term variance is meant to be suggestive (but hopefully not confusing): 
V(9) is an upper bound on the variance of Y. The variance plays essentially the same 
role as the term xi cf in the MOBD, but it is a much better upper bound to the 
variance of Y. 
Proposition 4 (Grable [lo]). Let Y be a strategy for determining Y and let the vari- 
ance of .Y at most V. Then for every 0 d cp < VJmaxci, 
Pr[(Y - Ex[Y]I>~~]<~~C’~. 
One reason why the term rq is often much smaller than the c’ term found in the 
MOBD is that the probabilities that Xi takes on value a for the various a E Ai can be 
factored into the computation. This is especially apparent when the /J~,~‘s take on only 
two values (when holding q fixed and varying a E Ai). This partitions the space Ai into 
two regions, which we call the YES region and the NO region. These regions correspond 
to two mutually exclusive events, the YES and NO events. In this paper, for instance, 
the Ai will be a set of colours and the YES event will often be of the form “was choice 
Xi colour y?“. 
Denote the probabilities of these two events by pq,YES and &&No = 1 - pq,YES and 
the values of pq,a taken on within each of these region by &,YEs and &,No. Now, to 
compute 
Uq = C Pr[Xi = all*& = pq,YES&YES + Pq,NO&,NO, 
lIEA, 
notice that by definition 
Pq,YESpq,YES + Pq,NOpq,NO =o. 
Therefore, 
pq,NO = - 
Pq, YESpq, YES 
Pq,NO 






cq = bq,YES - pq,NOi 
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and assume w.1.o.g. that &YES>0 (so &~o<0). Thus, 
pq,YES =cq + pq,NO =cq - 
pq,YESpq,YES 
Pq,NO 
That is equivalent to 






= Pq,YES pq,NOC; d Pq,YESC;. (2) 
We will usually bound vq in this manner when applying Proposition 4. 
A simpler bound, which applies regardless of the values of the pq,+‘s, is 
vq d $4. (3) 
This is easily proven by dividing the possible outcomes into two groups: those where 
pq,= is positive and those where it is negative. Let pi and p_ be the respective 
probabilities of each group and let p+ and p_ be respectively the maximal and minimal 
values of the 11’s. Immediately, p+ = cq + ,L_ and we can bound the variance: 
vq = C Pr[& = a]~:,, ~P-~~+P+~L:=p-~~+(l-p-)(Cq+~_)2. 
LEA, 
Maximizing over p_ and p_, we see that this last expression can be at most c2/4. 
4. The Algorithm 
We now describe our edge colouring algorithm. The algorithm makes use of the 
following data structure. Each edge e keeps a set (or palette) of available colours 
from which it will attempt to colour itself. The initial palette of edge e = uv is the set 
Ao(e) = { 1,. . . ,max{deg(u),deg(v)}}. 
As the edges incident with e are coloured, their colours are removed from e’s palette 
(since e should in the future never attempt to colour itself with any of the colours 
already used by an incident edge). The palette of e at round i is denoted by Ai( 
The algorithm runs in two phases. The first phase, which has the goal of colouring 
most of the edges using exactly A colours, uses the nibble algorithm. The second phase 
uses the trivial algorithm described in Section 2. Both phases proceed in stages, colour- 
ing a few edges at each stage. We denote the graph induced by the edges remaining 
uncoloured after stage i by Gi. 
Here’s exactly what happens in each stage of the nibble algorithm: first, each vertex 
selects a very small s/2 fraction of its incident uncoloured edges (this is the nibble, a 
very small bite). An edge is considered selected if either or both of its endpoints selects 
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it. (Thus the probability that a given edge is selected is E - c2/4 and edges are selected 
independently.) Second, each selected edge chooses a tentative colour at random from 
its current palette. Third, incident selected edges compare tentative colour;. If an edge’s 
tentative colour is not chosen by any incident edge, it becomes the edge’s final colour. 
Fourth, palettes of the remaining uncoloured edges are updated by deleting colours 
successfully used by incident edges. 
The key idea of the nibble method is that since so few edges are selected and their 
tentative colours are chosen independently, the likelihood of a conflict occurring be- 
cause two incident edges choose the same colour is extremely small. Roughly speaking, 
approximately an c fraction of vertices around each vertex will be selected for tentative 
colouring. Of these, approximately an E fraction will conflict with some neighbour. This 
random experiment is more or less as if ED balls (edges) were thrown into D bins 
(colors) independently at random. In this situation, the probability that a given ball 
ends in the same bin as some other ball (i.e. the given edge has a color conflict) is 
roughly E. This means that the fraction of edges that succeed among those attempting 
colouring at this stage is (approximately) 1 - E. Thus, the efficiency of the colouring 
procedure is almost 1. 
We will prove in the analysis that the vertex degrees and the size of the edge palettes 
behave with high probability in a very organized manner. Indeed, the uncoloured graph 
at any stage appears to be a random subgraph of the original graph and the edge palettes 
appear to be independent random subsets of the original set of A colours. This implies 
that the colouring procedure maintains the same efficiency throughout. 
We run the first phase for enough stages to bring the maximum degree of the 
remaining graph down to at most &A/2 (with high probability). At this point we switch 
to the trivial algorithm described in Section 2. This algorithm gives each edge as many 
fresh colours as it has neighbours (at most &A) and with high probability completes the 
edge colouring within O(log n) rounds. The whole algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1. 
As we shall see in Section 5, the number of stages required to bring the degree 
down from A to at most ~412 is no more than 
tE := -l log 4, 
pe c 
where pE := E( 1 - s/4)e-2E(‘--E/4). With this in mind, we run the first phase for exactly 
this many stages, regardless of the actual vertex degrees. Since each stage requires 
only constantly many distributed rounds, this means that the total running time of the 
algorithm is (with high probability, because of the second phase) 
O( t, + log n) 
rounds. (On a PRAM, the algorithm requires time O((t, + log n) log A)). 
How good is the colouring? The first phase requires A colours and the second 
requires with high probability no more than EA fresh colours. Thus, we can produce a 
(1 + a)A-edge colouring for any (not necessarily fixed) E > 0. 
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Phase 1. Nibble Algorithm 
The initial graph Go := G, the input graph. 
Each edge e= uu is initially given the palette &(e) = { 1,. . . ,max{deg(u), 
deg(v)}}. (This can be arranged in one round with each vertex communicating 
its own degree to each of its neighbours.) 
For i=O, 1 , . . . , tc - 1 stages repeat the following: 
l (Select nibble) Each vertex u randomly selects an ~12 fraction of the edges 
incident on itself. An edge is considered selected if either or both of its 
endpoints selects it. 
l (Choose tentative colour) Each selected edge e chooses independently at 
random a tentative colour t(e) from its palette Ak(e) of currently available 
colours. 
l (Check colour conjicts) Colour t(e) becomes the final colour of e unless 
some edge incident on e has chosen the same tentative colour, 
l (Update graph andpalettes) The graph and the palettes are updated by setting 
Gi+i = Gi - {e 1 e got a final colour} 
and, for each edge e, setting 
Ai+l(e)=Ai(c) - {t(f) (f mci en on e, t(f) is the final colour of f }. d t 
Phase 2. Trivial Algorithm 
Each uncoloured edge e = uv replaces its palette with the set {l’, . . , (deg, (u) + 
degJv))‘}, where each y’ is a fresh new colour. The trivial algorithm of Section 2 
is then run. Note that this is the same as the nibble algorithm, except that every 
uncoloured edge is selected for tentative colouring. This severely decreases the 
efficiency of this phase. 
Fig. 1. The edge colouring algorithm. 
But for E smaller than a fixed constant (that is, if E is a function of n which goes to 
0 as II goes to infinity), we pay a penalty in terms of the running time. When E > 0 is a 
fixed constant, so is tE. This means that the first phase takes only constant time. But, to 
get a A + A/ log’ n colouring (a = l/ log” n), the first phase requires O(log’ n log log n) 
rounds. 
As we have been careful to note, most of the statements concerning the performance 
of the algorithm hold only with high probability. In particular, the exact vertex degrees 
at the end of the first phase (and therefore the final number of colours) and the running 
time of the second phase may vary. The exact probability of success will be determined 
in the analysis, but at this point we claim that the probability either that the algorithm 
produces a colouring with too many colours or it takes longer than the advertised times 
is 1 - o(1). 
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Unfortunately, for this claim to be entirely correct, one assumption on the initial 
vertex degrees is necessary. To establish the claim for fixed E, we will require that 
every initial palette contain >> logn colours (that is, we require that every edge is 
incident to a vertex of sufficiently high degree). If E is a function of n, so that we are 
forced to use more than a constant number of stages in the first phase, the requirement 
on the initial palette sizes becomes more stringent. 
Lastly note that if we want, as in our second claim, E to be a mnction of n (or A), 
it is necessary that the processors know n (or A) in order to be able to calculate tC. 
5. Analysis: The regular case 
We first carry out the analysis for the special case of A-regular graphs. We will 
show later how the general case can be reduced to it. The crux of the analysis is to 
show that the sequence of graphs GO, G1, . . . , G, are “more or less” random subgraphs 
of the original input graph and that the palettes Ai are “essentially” random subsets 
of the original palettes. 
In the analysis we control three quantities: 
IAi(u the implicit palette of vertex u at stage i. This is the set of colours not 
yet successfully used by any edge incident to u. Notice that IAi( = deg,(u), the 
degree of vertex u at stage i. 
IAi(e the palette of edge e at stage i. Notice that Ai(un)=Ai(u)nAi(~). 
deg,,,(u), the number of neighbours of u which, at stage i, have colour y in their 
palettes. 
The initial values are 
lAo( = lAo( = dego,,(u) =A 
for all vertices u, edges e, and colours y. 
These quantities, being random variables dependent on which edges are selected to 
attempt colouring and what tentative colours they actually choose, can vary quite a bit. 
Nevertheless, we will prove that usually they are close to some well-defined values. 
Define dj and Ui as follows. First define initial values 
do, a0 := A 
and then recursively define 
d, I=( 1 - p,)di_l = (1 - ps)jA, 
Ui I= (1 - pE)2Ui_t = (1 - PE)~~A = d,?/A, 
where 
PE := E 1 _ ; e--2~(l-d4). ( > 
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Note that all of these values are functions of E, i, and A and therefore depend in no 
way on the topology of the input graph. 
Precisely, we wish to prove the following theorem and one like it for the case when 
E is not fixed. 
Theorem 5. Let F > 0 be jixed. If A >> log n then with high probability the following 
asymptotic equalities hold for all vertices u, edges e, colours y, and stages i < tE;: 
lAde>l -ai, 
degi,,(u) N ai. 
(5) 
(6) 
The high probability asymptotic inequalities mean, for instance in the case of (4) 
that for any fixed v >O, the probability that in every stage if tC every vertex u has 
(1 -y)di d IAi( d (1 +q)di is 1 -o( 1) - that is, for any fixed t >0 and any sufficiently 
large n = 1 V(G)I, this probability is at least 1 - 5. 
We are really only interested in (4) since the following corollary then tells us that 
ttz stages is enough to bring the degree down from the original A to &A/2 (as always, 
with high probability). Eqs. (5) and (6) are only needed in the inductive proof of (4). 
Corollary 6. Let E>O be fixed. If A >> logn then with high probability G, has max- 
imum degree at most &A/2. 
Proof. Eq. (4) tells us that max deg(G, ) N dr,. In particular, for sufficiently large n, 
max deg (G, ) <2dt = 2( 1 - p,:)” A <2 exp{ - log 5} = &A/2. 0 
Now to prove the Theorem. The proof is by induction on i from 0 up to tz. 
This statement would set off warning bells if E were not fixed, since t8 would not be a 
constant. Before continuing let us explain why this is the case. Take, for example, (4). 
Initially, lAo( = A =do. In each inductive step, we will assume that IAi( = (1 + 
0(1))di and prove that lAi+1(u)l= (1 + o(l))(l - p,)lAi(u)l. Thus, we conclude that 
lAi+1(U)l=(l + 0(1))(1 - PE)di=(l + o(l))di+i, as desired. 
But is this valid? At each step we collect an additional 1 + o( 1) factor. If we have 
no further information on the o( 1) terms, the most we can say is that this is valid 
for an constant number of inductive steps. Said another way, at each step we make a 
error which is a o( 1) factor. Given no information about the o( 1 )‘s, the most we can 
conclude is that in a constant number of steps we will still have only made a error 
which is a o( 1) factor. (Recall that for constant k, (1 + o( 1 ))k = 1 + o( 1 ).) 
Since here we are mainly proving the theorem for fixed E and hence constant t,:, 
we will in the following sections not need to worry about the exact values of the 
o( 1) functions we encounter along the way. Only when we come to Section 5.5 will 
we look back and take a closer look in order to prove a more general theorem and 
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therewith justify our claim that the algorithm may be used to find (d + log’ n/A)-edge 
colourings. With this approach, we can present the proof of the most important case 
without cluttering things up with unnecessary details (which is, at base, the whole point 
of asymptotic notation). 
So let us start again: the proof of Theorem 5 is by induction on i from 0 up to t,:. 
In the base case, i = 0, asymptotic equations (5) and (6) hold with true equality. In 
the proof of the inductive step, we assume that (5) and (6) hold as shown (the IH) 
and prove the same statements with i replaced by i + 1. 
The proof of each asymptotic equation has two parts. First, we show that the equation 
is true in expectation. For instance, in the case of (4), we show first that 
Then we show that the random variables are sharply concentrated around their expec- 
tations. How sharply? Again for (4), we prove that for each fixed vertex U, IAj+i(u)l is 
within 9dG of its expectation with probability at least 1 - 2nP2 (Lemma 10). 
Together the statements about expectation and sharp concentration imply that with 
this probability 
lAj+,(~)l=E~[lAi+l(~)l]~BJEdilogn= 1 +0(l)f9 
( /Z) d+l. 
Now, to ensure that lAi+l(~)l Nd;+l, we require that (E logn)/di+l = o( 1). This will 
need to be true for every value of i< tE. This is the source of the conditions on 
the input graph which appear in Theorem 5. In this case, the exact condition is that 
A >> logn. 
What about this error probability of less than 2nW2? During each induction step, 
this lemma will be invoked once for each vertex U, so the probability that the every 
vertex is within bounds is at least 1 - 3/n. In the inductive steps for (5) and (6) we 
remain in bounds with probabilities 1 - 9/n and 1 - 3/n, respectively, implying that 
with probability at least 1 - 15/n the inductive step goes through without a problem. 
We will be making t6 induction steps, so the probability that every step is carried 
out without failure is at least 1 - 15&/n = 1 - o( 1). Note that when t, is constant the 
probability of any error is only 0(1/n). 
With this preview in mind, we will now prove the inductive steps for (5) and (6). 
The presentation is divided into subsections. In the first subsection, we will prove 
some basic facts which we will need when computing expectations. Then in the next 
three subsections, we will prove the inductive steps of the three asymptotic equations. 
Finally, in the last subsection, we will return to the question of error when E and t, 
are not fixed. 
5. I. Basic facts 
When computing expectations, we will need two basic facts about underlying atomic 
events. In what follows, let E;,(u) and E;,?(e) be, respectively, the set of edges 
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incident on vertex u and on edge e which, at the end of stage i, still retain y in their 
palettes. 
We say that and edge y-colours if it (1) is selected to be coloured, (2) chooses 
tentative colour y, and (3) finds no conflicting neighbour. Clearly, an edge’s palette 
must contain y in order for the edge to y-colour. 
Fact 7. I’ y E Ai then Pr[e y-colours] - pc/ai. 
Proof. Let e = uu. By the induction hypothesis (6), lEi,v(e)l = degj,y(u)+degi,,(v) N 2ai. 
and, by (9, IAU>l - ai for every edge f. Therefore, 
Pr[e y-colours] = 
&( 1 - E/4) 
IA&4 
Use Corollary 3 
simplify this last 
= (1 + o(l))&(L ;,E’4) (1 - (1 + o(l))c(l -y) 
2ai(l+o(l)) 
. 
I I > 
with A(n):=(l + o(l))&(l - c/4)/ai and B(n):=(l + o(1))2ai to 
expression to 
cl + o(ljjE(l ;,e/4)(1 + o(l))e-(1+~(1))2~(l-~/4). 
I 
(Note that this is valid even when e is fixed since ai is a linear function in A, which 
is some increasing function of n.) Finally, since a = e-2E(‘+/4) is either a constant (if 
E is) or is bounded above and below by constants (if E + 0), this expression is 
(1 + o(l)) 
s(l -E/4),- _, 
ai 
2&(l t/4) = (1 + o(l))c, 
I 
Thus we conclude that Pr[e y-colours] N p,/ai. Cl 
Fact 8. If f and g are two disjoint edges (i.e. f n g = 0) and ‘J E Ai n Ai then 
Pr[ f and g y-C&W] N (pe/ai)2. 
Proof. Two disjoint edges f and g y-colour at any given stage if and only if (a) they 
both choose tentative colour y, and (b) none of the edges incident on them choose 
tentative colour y. To compute this probability, let 1, denote the set of edges incident 
on both f and g which have y in their palettes. Then, 
Pr[ f and g y-colour] = 
&( 1 - E/4) &( 1 - E/4) E( 1 - E/4) 
’ (’ - IAi( IAdf>l IMcI>i hEEt,,(f)-ly 
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To simplify the first product we use the IH’s (5) and (6) together with Corollary 3 
and the fact that IZ,, 1 <4 < Ui: 
/@;.)_,;, (1 -y4$yp)) = ,,&$_I., (I-(l+ o(l)f(l Y4)) 
‘/ / 
= 1 -(1+0(l)) 
( 
E(l _ a/4) N(lfNl)) 
ai 1 
= (1 + o(l))e2~(‘--8/4)~ 
Analogously, 
htE,,g)_,. (1 - ‘$A$)) = (1 + o( 1 ))e2E(1-c14). 
For the third product, we use again the IH IAi( N ai and since & <4, 
s(1 -E/4) 
h?; (l- IAiCh>l ) 
= 1 -to(l). 
Putting these pieces together, and using again the IH’s (5) and (6) to estimate IAi( 
and IAi(g we conclude that 
Pr[f and g y-colour] = (1 + o( 1)) +o(1))e2”(‘--E/4)]2(1 +0(l)) 
2 
=(1+0(l)) 5 , ( ) I 
as desired. 0 
5.2. Proof of lAi+1(U)l Ndi+l 
First we use Fact 7 and the induction hypothesis to show that the expectation of 
lA,+i(u)] is indeed di+i(l + o(l)). Then we use the techniques of Section 3 to show 
that this random variable is highly concentrated about its expectation. Then we pull 
these statements together to show that with high probability the i+ 1 version of Eq. (4) 
is satisfied. 
Lemma 9. Ex[lAi+i(u)l] wdi+i. 
Proof. First notice that 
Pr[e colours] = C Pr[e y-colours] N pc 
YEA(~) 
by the IH (5), Fact 7 and the fact that the events “ey-colours” are disjoint. We might 
therefore say that pE is (almost) the probability that any given edge colours itself 
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successfully; note that pE is a function of E and is therefore completely independent of 
the input graph. 
Summing over the edges e incident on u and using IH (4) we see that 
Ex[lAi+i(u)l]= C (1 - Pr[e colours])N(l - pE)di =di+i. 17 
e3J.i 
Lemma 10. For each$xed vertex u, IAi+l(u)l is within 9dG of its expectation 
with probability at least 1 - 3nP2. 
Proof. Instead of proving sharp concentration bounds for IAi+i (u)i we will prove, 
equivalently, sharp concentration bounds for Y = IAi( - lAi+i(u)l, the number of 
edges incident on u which successfully colour themselves. 
We will describe a strategy 9r to determine Y whose total variance is 
Proposition 4 with cp = 2 log n will give us the statement of the lemma, but with prob- 
ability 1 - 2/n2 instead of 1 - 3/n 2. We will see the source of the remaining l/n2 
failure probability below. 
The strategy is defined as follows. First, we query all edges around u, for a total 
of degi(n) queries. By the IH (4), degi(u)Ndi. Then we query edges incident on 
neighbours of u; we will argue that the total number of queries in this second group 
is at most diai( 1 + o( 1)) (a saving from the naive estimate of df( 1 + o(l)), resulting 
in much better asymptotics). 
Let e be a u-edge (an edge incident on u). What does it mean to query e? It means 
to first ask “was e selected for tentative colouring?” and, if the answer is YES, to ask 
“what was e’s tentative colour?” Consider the first question. There are two possible 
outcomes and the probability of a YES outcome is pvss = E( 1 - s/4). If we change the 
outcome, we can affect the final value of Y by at most 2. Using bound (2) we obtain 
an upper bound for the variance of this query of 
v,, * d pyEs22 = 4&( 1 - E/4). 
If the outcome is YES, we must ask the second question. Here there are many possible 
outcomes and the p’s take on three different values (the colour has not been seen 
before, the colour has been seen just once before, and the colour has been seen more 
than once before), so we will use the simple bound (3) on the variance. The choice 
of tentative colour can affect the final value of Y by at most 2, so 
v,,~ <22/4 = 1. 
How many such queries do we make? We have to ask the first question degi(u) N di 
times. Since the edges are selected for tentative colouring independently, the number 
of YES answers we get is binomially distributed with mean ~(1 - a/4)degi(u). With 
probability exponentially (in di) close to 1, the actual number of times we have to ask 
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the second question is at most twice this expectation. Thus, the total variance of this 
initial segment of the query line is at most 
deg,(u) . v,, I + 2s( 1 - s/4)degi(u) U,J < 6s( 1 - s/4)di( 1 + o( 1)). 
We can easily bound the probability that the number of times we have to ask the 
second question is more than twice its expectation by l/n*. If this happens, we just 
stop at this point. Thus, the failure probability of the lemma is increased by l/n2. 
We then proceed by querying edges incident on neighbours of u, to see how many 
of these “half-successful” edges - edges which have no conflicts around u - have no 
conflicts at the other endpoint either. Let v be a neighbour of u and let e= uv. At 
this point, we already know t(e), e’s tentative colour choice. Therefore, we need only 
query the (degi,,(,)(u) - 1) edges incident on v which have t(e) in their palette: the 
remaining edges can not affect Y in any way. The query in this case comes down 
to the question “is the edge chosen for tentative colouring and is its tentative colour 
t(e)?“, combining the two questions of the previous sequence of queries. 
The total number of queries affecting the final value of Y is, using IHs (4) and (6), 
C (degi,,(,) - 1) N d~i. 
c3u 
To estimate the variance, it is convenient to split the edges incident on neighbours of 
u into two groups. Edges of type A have only one endpoint which is a neighbour of 
u, whereas both endpoints of edges of type B are neighbours of u. 
Focus on one type A edge f incident on v, a neighbour of u; t(e) is, as usual, the 
tentative colour choice of e = uv. By the previous remark we assume that t(e) E Ai( f ). 
Changing f’s tentative colour can have maximum effect of at most c,- = 1 - either f 
conflicts with e or it does not. We consider an underlying {YES. NO} probability space 
for f where the YES event is “f’s tentative choice was t(e)” so that pf,yEs = E( 1 - 
s/4)/[Ai( f )I - E( 1 -s/4)/ai. Using b ound (2), the variance of f’s query can be bounded 
from above: 
vf < ~.~,YEsc; - 41 - +l)lai. 
Consider now an edge g = VW of type B, let ei = uv, e2 = uw. We can assume that 
t(el) # t(e2) since otherwise g’s tentative colour would certainly not affect the final 
value of Y (because of the conflict between ei and ez). It follows that g’s maximum 
effect is upper bounded by 1 because g can conflict with either ei or e2, but not 
both. The YES event we consider is: “g’s tentative choice was t(el) or t(e2)“. Then, 
py,YEs = 2s( 1 - E/a)/IAi(f )I N 24 1 - E/J)/Ui. Using bound (2), g’s variance can be 
bounded: 
uq 6 P~.YESC~ - 241 - OYai. 
Using the latter as a worst-case estimate and multiplying by the total number of queries, 
we obtain an upper bound for the second segment of the query line of 
2dj&( 1 - E/4)( 1 + o( 1)). 
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The total variance of the strategy is therefore 
F(57~)<8s(l -s/4)d;(l +0(1))<(81/8)~d; 
for large enough n. 0 
Together these two lemmas imply that with high probability 
IA;+l(u>l=Ex[lA;+~(u)l]~9~JEdilogn= 1 -to(l)+9 
( {z!z) d;+l. 
Therefore, to ensure that IA;+l(u)l N d;+l, we require only that (slogn)/d;+i = o(1). 
Since d; is a decreasing function of i, this constraint is tightest for i = t,. We know by 
definition that dt, has order EA, so we require that (logn)/A = o(1). 
We appeal to this lemma once for each vertex u. Therefore the probability that 
lA;+i(u)] is out-of-bounds for any u is less than 3/n. This gives the following propo- 
sition. 
Proposition 11. If A >> logn then, with probability at least 1 - 3/n, IA;+l(u)l N d;+l 
simultaneously for every vertex u. 
5.3. Proof Of IA;+l(e)l -a;+~ 
Henceforth, a u-edge is an edge incident on vertex u and an e-pair of an edge e = uv 
is a pair (f, g) of edges such that f is a u-edge and g is a v-edge. First, the expectation 
computation: 
Lemma 12. Ex[lA;+i(e)]] -a;+]. 
Proof. Let e = uv. An e-pair y-colours if both of its edges y-colour. First we compute 
Pr[y decays at e], the probability that some edge incident on e y-colours. This proba- 
bility is given by the probability that some u-edge y-colours, plus the probability that 
some v-edge y-colours, minus the probability that some e-pair y-colours. 
To compute this last event we define the set P;,?(e) of all e-pairs (f,g) such that 
y gA;(f) and y E Ai( Equivalently, this is the set of pairs such that f E E;,,(u) 
and g E E;,?(v). By the IH (6), for each y EA;(c), Ip;,,(e)l = (deg,,,(u) - l)(deg;,,(v) - 
1) Q;? 
But not all e-pairs in P;,,(e) can y-colour; e-pairs which form a triangle with e, i.e. 
those e-pairs (f, g) such that f n g # 0, cannot both y-colour. The crucial observation 
is that the set T;,?(e) of triangle pairs has cardinality at most min{deg,,~,(u),deg,,,(v)} 
which, again by the IH (6), is at most a;( 1 +o( 1)). Hence, if we define D;,,(e) = P;,,(e)\ 
Ti,Je), 
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Since the events “(f, g) y-colours” are disjoint 
Pr[some pair y-colours] = C Pr[(f,g) y-colours] 
(.f,S)EDz.;(e) 
= C Pr[f,g y-colour]. 
U,CIEQ.;(e) 
By Facts 7 and 8, 
Pr[y decays at e] = C Pr[f y-colours] + C Pr[g y-colours] 
.fE&.,.(u) GEE:/(U) 
- C Pr[f,g y-colour] 
(f>gE&,(e) 
= 2p, - pi. 
It then follows that 
E[IAi+l(e)l]= C (1 -Pr[y decays at e])w(l - pF)*ai=a;+l. 0 
;‘EAde) 
The next lemma establishes a strong concentration result for IAi( by making use 
of a feature of the nibble process. This results in a much simplified analysis. Roughly 
speaking, in the proof we are concerned about a random variable whose expectation is 
O(ai). A naive use of the query game gives a variance of O(di). Since di/ai = l/( 1 - 
pI:)‘, a O(di) upper bound on the variance is still very good (best possible up to 
constants) if the number of iterations is constant, but becomes R(n”ai) for fl(logn) 
iterations, resulting in much worse asymptotics. What we want is an O(ai) bound for 
the variance. This could be obtained by analysing the behaviour of the intersection 
between neighbouring edge palettes. By using the same methods as in this paper it is 
possible to show that 
1AiC.f) n4(g>l N (1 - J%)3id 
for any two incident edges f and g. Although conceptually identical to the other 
lemmas, the resulting proof would be rather long and tedious. Fortunately, the nibble 
offers a short cut. This follows from the existence of an F factor in just the right place. 
Later, we will want to bound &di from above by 4ai (any constant times ai would 
do, but 4 is convenient). This is equivalent to 
s/4 d 2 =(l - PF)i d e-ip,, 
I 
which is satisfied as long as 
1 4 
i < -log-. 
PE c 
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Conveniently, this is exactly the condition i < t,, which we know is true. Thus, 
&di < 4ai (7) 
for every i of interest. 
Lemma 13. For each jxed edge e, jAi+l(e)l is within 71 dz of its expectation 
with probability at least 1 - 9~~. 
Proof. Let e=uv. Call an e-pair monochromatic f both of its edges choose the same 
tentative colour. As in the proof of Lemma 10, we will look at the “complemen- 
tary” random variable, in this case the number of colours removed from e’s palette. 
A concentration result for this r.v. yields the same concentration result for IAi+i (e)l. 
So, we are interested in the random variable 
Y = # colours eaten by u-edges + # colours eaten by v-edges 
- #colours eaten by monochromatic e-pairs 
=:A+B-C. 
We will show that each of these three variables is sharply concentrated around its 
mean. By symmetry, the arguments for A and B are the same. 
Actually, the proof of Lemma 10 contains the deviation result we need for A (and 
B). The only difference is that after determining the half-successful edges around u, 
we only have to consider those with tentative colours from Ai C Ai( In any case, 
the given bounds still apply and we can quote directly that we get a strategy with total 
variance 
where the second inequality follows from (7). Using Proposition 4 with cp = 3 log n, we 
see that A deviates from its expectation by at most 2 3(81/2)ai log n d 23 dz 
with probability at least 1 - 3/n3. The same may be said of B. 
We now give a strategy for C, the number of successful monochromatic pairs (a 
monochromatic pair is successful if both of its edges succeed at this stage). Successful 
monochromatic pairs must necessarily use colours from Ai since the used colour 
must be available at both u and u. 
Our strategy for C will have total variance at most (625/12)ai. This leads, by Propo- 
sition 4 with cp = 3 log n, to a maximum deviation of 25Jail0gn with probability at 
least 1 - 3/n3. Summing deviations leads to a maximum deviation of 71 dz for 
Y and hence for IAi+l(e)l, proving the lemma. 
Our strategy first queries the 2di( 1 + o( 1)) edges incident on u or v. Each of these 
has maximum effect of 2. As in the proof of Lemma 10, we first ask the YES-NO 
question “was the edge selected for tentative colouring at this stage?” and bound the 
variance of each query by 4a( 1 - c/4). Then we actually ask the tentative colours of 
the (with very high probability < ) 4.s( 1 - &/4)di( 1 + o( 1)) edges that were selected. 
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These questions have variance at most 1. This gives an upper bound for the initial part 
of the query line of 
12a(l -s/4)di(l +O(1))648ai(l +0(l)). 
At this point, there are at most IAi( N ai “half-successful” monochromatic pairs of 
interest, i.e. those monochromatic pairs without colour conflicts so far. To determine 
if a monochromatic pair is successful, we need to query the edges incident on the 
endpoints other than u and v. The total number of such queries is 2~3 1 + o( 1)) 
because if edge f = uw has chosen tentative colour t(f), only the incident edges 
having t(f), in their palettes can affect the value of C, and, by the IH, there are at 
most (1 + O( 1 ))degi,,(,f)(w) N ai of these. 
To bound the variance uh of each of these queried edges h we proceed as in 
Lemma 10. The edges are divided in three groups. Type A edges are those incident 
on two different half-successful monochromatic pairs, i.e. h is incident on two edges 
f and g belonging to two different monochromatic pairs. Notice that these two pairs 
must have different tentative colours. Type B edges are those incident on two edges of 
the same pair and type C edges are those incident on just one edge of a pair. 
For all types, the maximum effect of changing h’s colour is ch < 1. For type A 
edges we define the YES event to be “h’s tentative choice is M or /?’ where c1 and 
p are the tentative colours of the pairs incident on h. The variance is bounded by 
ph,YEsCl N 2e( 1 - E/d)/ai. For type B and C edges the YES event is “h’s choice is r”, 
c( being the tentative choice of the pair incident on h. The variance is bounded by 
ph,~& N E( 1 - E/4)/ai. Chosing the former as a worst case estimate on the variance 
and multiplying for the number of queries, we obtain the upper bound 
4Uis( 1 - S/4)( 1 + 0( 1)). 
Altogether, our strategy to determine C has total variance of 
V(,!Y’c)<(48 + 2E)ai(I + 0(1))<(625/12)ai 
for large enough n and E < 1. 0 
This time, the two lemmas imply that with high probability 
IAi+l(e)l=Ex[lAi+l(e)l]f71Jailogn= 1 +0(l)*& 
e 
So, to ensure that lAi+i(e)l N ai+,, we require that (log n)/ai+i = O( 1). Since a, is a 
decreasing function of i, this constraint is tightest for i = t,. We know by definition 
that u,~ has order ~~4, so we require that (log n)/c2A = o( 1). Since E is fixed, this is 
just the condition that A >> logn. 
We appeal to this lemma once for each edge e. Therefore the probability that 
IA;+t(e)] is out-of-bounds for any of the less than n2 edges is less than 9/n. This 
gives the following proposition. 
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Proposition 14. If A >> log n then, with probability at least 1 - 9/n, lAi+l(u)l N di+l 
simultaneously for every vertex 2.4. 
5.4. Proof of degi+l,,(u> - a,+1 
The expectation computation for degi+i,,(u) could be performed similarly to 
Lemmas 9 and 12, but we would have to compute the probability of additional atomic 
events. We use instead a symmetry argument based on the (now valid) (i + 1) version 
of Eq. (4). 
Lemma 15. Ex[degi+iJu)] - a,+l. 
Proof. Since the graph is initially A-regular and the algorithm treats colours symmet- 
rically, 
# colours left 
Pr[y E Ai+l(w)l= # initial colours = 
IAi+l(w>I 
A . 
Therefore, summing over the di+l(l + o( 1)) neighbours w of u in Gi+i , 
Ex[degi+,,,(u)] =C Pr[y E Ai+,( N g 9 N % = ai+l. 0 
W 
To finish things off, we need a strong concentration result for degi+,,,(u). 
Lemma 16. For each jxed vertex u and colour y~Ai(u), Ideg,+,,,(u)i is within 
12,/G of its expectation with probability at least 1 - 3nP3. 
Proof. At any given stage, a vertex u can lose a neighbour v whose palette contains 
y for only two reasons: (a) some edge incident on v colours itself y or (b) the edge 
e = uv colours itself with any colour. (Notice that these events are neither disjoint nor 
independent.) We now describe a strategy to determine the value of degi+,,,(u) of total 
variance at most 12sai. Proposition 4 with cp = 3 log n then finishes the proof. 
First we query all edges around u which have y in their palettes. There are deg,,, 
(u) - ai of these, by IH (6). The maximum effect of changing the tentative colour of 
one such edge e is at most c, = 2. As always, first querying the YES-NO event “e was 
selected for tentative colouring at this stage” and then asking the tentative colours of 
the selected edges gives a bound for this initial segment of the query line of 
6&( 1 - E/4)&( 1 + 0( 1)). 
Call the tentatively coloured edges incident on u without conflict around u half- 
successful. 
In the second segment of the query line we want to determine (i) whether, for each 
half-successful edge e = uu there are conflicts at the other endpoint u and, (ii) whether 
any of the edges f incident on a u-neighbour v chooses tentative colour y. Given that 
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at this point the tentative choice t(e) of each u-edge e is known, we need only query 
deg,,,(,)(u) - Ui edges to determine (i) and deg,,,(,)(v) NUT edges to determine (ii). The 
maximum effect of each of these queries is 1. The total number of queries of this 
second segment is therefore 2a,2( 1 + o( 1)) because there are Ui( 1 + o( 1)) neighbours 
of u. By defining the YES event as “f’s tentative colour is y or t(e)” we have a bound 
uf’ = 2s( 1 - pE)/ai( 1 + o( 1)) on the variance of each queried edge f. The resulting 
upper bound on the variance of this segment of the query line is therefore 
4Uis( 1 - a/4)( 1 + 0( 1)). 
The third and final segment of the query line is to determine which edges incident 
on neighbours of u successfully colour themselves with y. The simple but crucial 
observation is that at most one edge f incident with v can colour itself y. At this 
point, we know which of these edges are half-successful, i.e. which f’s have no 
y-conflict around the neighbour of v and we just need to query the edges incident on 
the other endpoint (but not always, since f could connect two neighbours of u). This 
requires at most deg,,,(v) - Ui additional queries per half-successful edge. These queries 
have maximum effect bounded by 1 and variance at most E( 1 - s/4)/Ui( 1 + o( 1)). The 
resulting variance for this third segment is therefore at most Uis( 1 - s/4)( 1 + o( 1)). 
The total variance of the query strategy is therefore at most 
llUis(1 -E/4)(1 +0(1))<12Ui& 
for sufficiently large II. 0 
The two lemmas imply that with high probability 
degi+l,~(u)=Ex[degi+l,, (u)]i-12JEailogn= &+I. 
So, to ensure that degi+,,(u) - Ui+t, we require that (E log n)/ui+l = o( 1). This is tight- 
est for i = tE, where it becomes (log n)/cd = o( 1) or, considering the fact that E is fixed, 
just A >> log n. 
We appeal to this lemma once for each of the n vertices and A <n colours. This 
gives the following proposition. 
Proposition 17. Zf A> logn then, with probability at least 1-2/n, Ideg,+,,,(u)( N Ui+l 
simultaneously for every vertex u and colour y. 
As a final remark, notice that in the proofs of Lemmas 13 and 16, the values of 
IAi+l(e)l and degi+,,Y(u) depend, respectively, on df and d! edges. At the outset, the 
tentative choices of each of these edges could potentially affect degi+,,.&u) by 1 or 
more. For this reason, the original Method of Bounded Differences would give upper 
bounds on the variances no better than d? and d:, which is orders of magnitude bigger 
than what we computed (and what we needed). Alternatively, there is an “expected” 
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form of the MOBD [ 18, Cor. 6. lo] which we might have used, but the computations 
and considerations would be (even) more involved. 
5.5. Error analysis 
As previously remarked, if the number of stages of the first phase of the algorithm is 
constant, which is true for any fixed E, then the lemmata, facts and propositions proven 
in Section 5 do show that Theorem 5 holds. We now briefly comment on the error 
propagation and its consequences for the analysis of the case when E is not fixed. The 
problem is that if E is a function of n going to 0 then t, grows with n. Thus, the errors 
accumulated at each stage can become significant. On the other hand, if we show that 
the size of the errors is small enough with respect to the number of steps taken, we 
will have shown that the quantities of interest still behave nearly as expected. 
There are two different kinds of error introduced in the analysis. One is the error due 
to random fluctuations. This error is computed in Lemmas 10, 13 and 16. Of these, 
the largest is the error introduced by Lemma 13. We use this as an upper bound for 
the error introduced by the ith application of these lemmas and denote it by rj. 
The second type of error is due to the algebraic manipulations in the proofs of 
Facts 7 and 8 and the other lemmas which compute the expected values. The error is 
due to approximations like l/( 1 - o( 1)) = (1 + o( 1)) ea(‘+‘(‘)) = ea(l+o(l)), etc. 
If we denote the total error accumulated at stage i by (1 5 ei), we can check that 
the above manipulations increase the error from (1 * ei) to (1 f Cei) = (1 * O(ei)). In 
fact, careful inspection shows that the constant C is of the form 1 + KE, where K is 
a (rather small) constant and E is the nibble size. This enables us to use the nibble to 
keep the error under control. 
To summarize, in the ith phase, the error goes from (1 f e;) to (1 f Cei & ri), where 
C = 1 + KE and ri = cd&$ for some other constant c. In terms of the ei’s e() = 0 
and we have the recurrence 
ei+l = C(ei + &&GE) = C(ei + (1 - p,:)-iJm). 
The constant c disappeared from the recursion because it can be absorbed by C. 
Setting A = JTlosn>ld and B = l/( 1 - p?;) and solving this recurrence gives 
Notice that since B = l/( 1 - pz), B is also of the form 1 + K’F for some constant K’. 
Setting L = max{K, K’}, we see that 
e,<t(l +LE)‘~-. 
Since we need to maintain eL < 1, this leads to the condition 
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In particular, to support our second claim, E can be set to l/log” n provided that 
A >> log4L3+1 n. Thus, the following theorem. 
Theorem 18. Let E = l/ log’n. There exists a constant k such that if A> logk”+’ n 
then with high probability G, has maximum degree at most ELI/~. 
6. Analysis: The irregular case 
If the value of the maximum degree A could be inexpensively distributed to all of 
the edges, the regular case analysis would also be valid in the general case because 
each vertex could simulate a suitable graph gadgets to make the graph A-regular. 
However in a distributed architecture this might be too costly, so it is important that 
the algorithm rely on local information alone. This motivates the initial palette size of 
so(e) = max{deg(u), deg(u)}, for each edge e = UU. 
We now argue that the analysis given in the previous section extends to the irregular 
case, provided that the initial conditions on A are replaced with analogous conditions 
on min, aa - the size of the smallest palette in the graph. As a complete proof 
would unfortunately increase the length of the paper beyond all reasonable bounds, we 
give just the main ideas behind it. 
The thrust of the argument is as follows. We argue that the probability that any edge 
e = uv colours itself at round i in the irregular case is higher than the probability that 
an edge colours itself at round i had the input graph been so(e)-regular. 
Eq. (5) states that, for any round i, the size of the edge palette is very nearly the same 
for all edges and equals ai( 1 + o( 1)). Since the algorithm treats colour symmetrically 
this means that in the regular case, at any round i, each palette is a random subset of 
the initial palette (recall that initially all edges have the same palette). In particular, 
each edge palette is a random subset of size ai( 1 +o( 1)) and, for each colour y currently 
in e’s palette, deg,;,(u),deg,,,(v) N ai. 
We now focus on an edge e = uv after i rounds in the irregular case and modify its 
neighbourhood in several ways, all of which decrease the probability of e’s success. 
After the modifications the palettes of e and the edges around it will look exactly like 
those of a neighbourhood of an edge after some round in the aa(regular case. Since 
the probability of success in the regular case is independent of the round and equals 
pC( 1 +o( 1)) this value will be the lower bound of the probability that any edge colours 
itself in the irregular case. 
The modifications are as follows. First, for every edge f incident with e, we delete 
every colour from f’s palette which was not in e’s initial palette. This increases the 
probability of conflict between e and f. Let H be the set of edges so modified. Next 
we add phantom edges to the vertex of e with lower degree, if it exists. Say e = UC’ 
and deg,(u) < deg,(v), so we add phantom edges to U. 
Let P be the set of phantom edges. The remaining edges are divided into two sets 
E and L containing, respectively, the edges whose palette has the same size as e’s 
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palette, and the edges whose palette has size smaller than that of e. Notice that the 
palettes of edges in E UL are subsets of e’s initial palette. 
Then we modify the palettes by adding colours selected at random as specified below 
until, for all colours y, we have that deg,,(u)=deg,,,(u)= IA(e)(, where A(e) denotes 
e’s current palette. Let Aa denote e’s initial palette. For each edge f in P we add 
colours chosen at random from As(e), thereby increasing the likelihood of conflict 
between f and e. For each edge f in H whose modified palette is smaller than A(e) 
we add colours chosen at random from A(e). This increases the likelihood of conflict 
between f and e, because we are increasing the size of A(f) n A(e) relative to IA(e 
For edges in E we do nothing. 
For each edge f in L, we add colours chosen at random form e’s current palette 
A(e). Again, this increase the likelihood of conflict between f and e. 
Finally, we add colours selected at random from Aa - IA(e)1 in order to have all 
palettes of the size, i.e. IA( = (A(e)1 for all edges incident on e. 
But now the situation is locally just as if the graph were max{deg(u),deg(u)}-regular 
and so the probability of e’s success is as in the regular case analysis - namely, 
pE( 1 + o( 1)). Thus, in the original irregular graph the probability of e’s success is at 
least as high. 
It follows then that the edges of the irregular graph are coloured even more quickly 
than the edges of a regular graph. Therefore, if the initial palettes are all sufficiently 
large, the first phase of the algorithm will bring the maximum degree of the graph 
down to ~412 within tE stages, just as we needed. 
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